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Abstract: We present an iterative camera aperture design procedure, which
determines an optimal mask pattern based on a sparse set of desired
intensity distributions at different focal depths. This iterative method uses
the ambiguity function as a tool to shape the camera’s response to defocus,
and shares conceptual similarities with phase retrieval procedures. An
analysis of algorithm convergence is presented, and experimental examples
are shown to demonstrate the flexibility of the design process. This
algorithm potentially ties together previous disjointed PSF design
approaches under a common framework, and offers new insights for the
creation of future application-specific imaging systems.
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1. Introduction

Computational imaging systems use a co-designed optical pre-processing element and post-processing algorithm to achieve new camera modalities. Examples include extended depth-of-field (EDOF), depth detection, object tracking, and super-resolution, among others [1–7]. The optical pre-processing element typically takes the form of a phase and/or amplitude mask placed in the pupil plane of the imaging setup. This aperture mask uniquely modifies the point spread function (PSF) response of the camera at any plane of defocus. For example, an EDOF system uses a mask that causes the PSF to be invariant to defocus, while depth detection systems design PSFs to change significantly with defocus, but in a predictable manner. Determining an optimal mask for a given system is connected with the specifics of the desired functionality, camera parameters and imaging environment.

In this paper, we explore a method of designing aperture masks that offers a high degree of control over a camera’s PSF response. An iterative algorithm based on Woodward’s ambiguity function (AF) takes a set of desired PSF intensities at different defocus planes (i.e., at different planes along the direction of propagation), and solves for the optimal amplitude and phase distribution for a mask at the pupil plane. If the desired PSF intensities are not physically realizable from a thin mask, the algorithm converges to a nearby solution that is realizable.

Unlike traditional phase retrieval iteration algorithms [8,9], our approach uses a unique constraint: the mutual intensity function. Working in this space allows us to apply a global constraint to the entire light field each iteration, as opposed to just a planar slice of the field (Fig. 1). While aperture mask optimization has previously been attempted using a phase retrieval algorithm or phase space tomography for EDOF [10,11], we will show how our algorithm can provide approximate solutions to unique and rapidly varying 3D PSFs that are often desired in computational imaging applications. Following, we present an explanation of how we use the AF as an iterative design tool, an analysis of our algorithm’s performance, and an experimental demonstration of an example aperture mask.

1.1 Contributions

1. An iterative technique named “mode-selective” to estimate the amplitude and phase of a wavefront from a sparse number of intensities along the direction of propagation.

2. The application of mode-selective iteration to design amplitude and/or phase masks for PSF engineering

3. An analysis of the design process for masks that create arbitrarily desired PSF responses at different defocus depths.
Fig. 1. A schematic comparison of current mask design techniques with the proposed method. All can determine the amplitude and phase at one plane from 2 or more intensity distributions. (a) Phase retrieval techniques iterate between a few planes and the mask plane, one at a time. (b) Phase-space tomography techniques do not iterate, but require intensity distributions from many planes. (c) Our method iterates between the mask plane and a few planes viewed simultaneously, using a global rank-1 constraint on the mutual intensity function.

2. Mask design procedure

For simplicity, we assume quasi-monochromatic light in the paraxial region and consider a camera and mask setup in 1D geometry.

2.1 Ambiguity function representation of a camera

The ambiguity function (AF) is considered a notably useful function for modeling a camera’s response to defocus [12,13]. It is a “phase space” function of both space (x) and spatial frequency (x’), and has close ties to the well known ray space of geometric optics [14]. From Fig. 2(a), we represent the 1D plane wave incident upon the pupil plane mask, U(x), with the 2D ambiguity function A

\[ A(x',u) = \int U\left(x + \frac{x'}{2}\right) U^\ast\left(x - \frac{x'}{2}\right) e^{2\pi i u x} dx, \]  

where x and x’ are the space and spatial frequency coordinates at the pupil plane, respectively, u is a second parameter proportional to defocus, and the asterisk represents complex conjugation. Note that since we are considering an incident plane wave, U(x) at the pupil plane is equivalent to the function that defines the amplitude and phase of the aperture mask. The wavefront’s mutual intensity function is obtained from the AF through an inverse Fourier transform and coordinate transformation to center-difference coordinates x1 and x2:

\[ \int A(x',u) e^{-2\pi i u x} du = U\left(x + \frac{x'}{2}\right) U^\ast\left(x - \frac{x'}{2}\right) = U(x) U^\ast(x_1). \]

In practice, this transformation is performed on a discrete AF function as an inverse Fourier transform along u, a rotation of 45°, and a coordinate re-scaling by one half along x1. This function will be used as a constraint in the iteration process in Section 2.2. Setting the x2 coordinate to zero yields,

\[ U(x_1) U^\ast(0) = \int A(x_1,u) e^{-2\pi i u x} du, \]  

which shows the wavefront U(x), and hence mask pattern, can be recovered from the AF up to a constant phase factor.

The AF of the aperture mask function U(x) can represent all defocused OTFs of the imaging system [13]. Specifically, a defocused OTF H at any plane z_n along the direction of propagation in Fig. 2 is given by,
Fig. 2. (a) Simplified 1D diagram of a camera setup with an aperture mask in the pupil plane. The mask will generate different OTFs at different planes of defocus. (b) The OTFs of an open aperture in focus (at $z_0$) and defocused (at $z_1$) are given as slices of the AF of an open aperture from Eq. (6). Note that the AF is complex – diagrams will show its absolute value.

$$H(x', W_{20}) = \int U\left(x + \frac{x'}{2} e^{i \frac{r^2}{2} (x' - x)^2} e^{i \frac{r^2}{2} (x' - x)^2} \right) dx,$$

where $k$ is the wavenumber and $W_{20}$ is a defocus coefficient [1] here defined as,

$$W_{20} = \frac{r^2}{2} \left( \frac{\pm \Delta z}{f^2 \pm f \Delta z} \right).$$

Equation (5) assumes an object plane at infinity, where $\Delta z$ denotes defocus distance, $r$ is the radius of the lens, and $f$ is its focal length. The complicated OTF function in Eq. (4) can be simply represented as a slice through the middle of the AF function:

$$H(x', W_{20}) = A(x', x'W_{20}k/\pi).$$

In other words, a camera’s optical response $H$ at any plane of defocus is given as a slice through the center of its aperture function’s 2D complex AF at an angle $\tan(\theta) = W_{20}k/\pi$, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The utility of this special property was primarily noted while designing apodizing masks for EDOF purposes, where one wishes to establish a depth-invariant OTF [15]. What this paper attempts to do is move away from using the AF as a function to view the performance of a given mask, but to instead design a mask output from a desired set of OTF or PSF inputs. This design process is an inverse problem, where we will attempt to establish the AF that best matches a desired set of OTFs at different planes of defocus. Once this optimized AF is known, the mask pattern to place at the aperture can then easily be determined, up to a constant phase factor, from Eq. (3).

2.2 Ambiguity function for design

From above, it is clear that if we are able to design a physically valid AF from desired inputs, we can establish an optimal mask to place at the pupil plane. Not surprisingly, a large field of work has been dedicated to determining a full phase space function of a given wavefront from multiple intensity measurements at different planes along the direction of propagation. Phase-space tomography [16–18] borrows tools like the Radon transform and filtered back-projection from tomography to reconstruct a 2D phase space function from a set of its 1D slices. Unfortunately, a tomographic approach typically requires many experimental measurements, unlike our few desired input intensities, which may not even be physically realistic. Similarly, methods based on the transport-of-intensity equation [19,20] generate a phase space function from two or more closely spaced measurements, but do not facilitate the design of arbitrary intensities at widely spaced planes.
Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of the proposed algorithm operating in 1D. (a) A set of \( n \) desired OTFs (here \( n = 3 \) for an open aperture), which are determined from desired PSF responses, are used as input. (b) Each OTF populates a slice of the AF from Eq. (6). (c) A one-time interpolation from Eq. (7) is used to fill in zeros between desired slices. (d) The mutual intensity (MI) can be constrained by taking the first singular value shown in (e). Details of this constraint are in Fig. 4. (f) An optimized AF is now obtained, which is re-populated with the desired OTF values in (a) along the specific slices in (b). Iteration is stopped at a specified error value, and Eq. (3) is then used to invert the AF into the optimal 1D aperture mask function.

To map a few desired input values to a fully valid AF, we propose an iterative solution using constraints available in the mutual intensity domain. We begin our procedure by defining a set of \( n \) desired OTFs at planes of different defocus \( z_n \), which we would like our imaging system to achieve (Fig. 3(a)). Note that these OTFs can be directly determined from desired PSF intensity patterns through a well-known Fourier relationship [21]. There are no fundamental restrictions on \( n, z_n \) or the shape of the curves, although Sections 3 and 4 will examine how performance varies with these parameters. An “approximate” AF function is populated with these desired OTFs at slices from Eq. (6), each filling two slices in Fig. 3(b) given a symmetric aperture, which is then used as an input to an iteration procedure. To obtain a more realistic initial AF approximation (Fig. 3(c)), a one-time interpolation is performed between input slices based on a Taylor power series expansion with respect to \( u \),

\[
A(x', u) = A(x', u = 0) + 2W_{20}x' \frac{\partial A}{\partial u}(x', u = 0) + \frac{(2W_{20}x')^2}{2!} \frac{\partial^2 A}{\partial u^2}(x', u = 0) + ..., \quad (7)
\]

which is similar to a previously used expansion along \( W_{20} \) [15]. Equation (7) simply fills in zeros between populated slices to better pose the function for an iteration process, and is typically carried out to the second order.

A constraint must be applied to verify this approximate AF obeys Eq. (1) for a given wavefront \( U(x) \). Since our model is for PSF measurements, we can assume prior knowledge of a spatially coherent point source propagating to the lens. Thus, our final AF solution at the pupil plane originates from a spatially coherent wavefront \( U_C(x) \). It is well known that a spatially coherent wavefront has a fully separable mutual intensity, here given as \( \Gamma \) [22]:

\[\]
\[\Gamma(x_1, x_2) = U_C(x_1)U'_C(x_2).\] (8)

This separation is identical to the transformation result of Eq. (2). The importance of Eq. (8) becomes clear from a linear algebra viewpoint. Ozaktas et al. [23] demonstrate that a discrete coherent mutual intensity matrix must fulfill a rank-1 condition, whose value can be given by the first singular value of a singular value decomposition (SVD):

\[\Gamma = SAV^T \rightarrow U_C(x_1)U'_C(x_2) = \lambda_s |s_1\rangle |v_1\rangle.\] (9)

Here we show \(\Gamma\) decomposed into the well known SVD matrices \(S\) and \(V\), with the coherence restriction on a discrete \(U_c\) allowing us to represent it as the outer-product between the first column of \(S\) \((s_j)\), and the first row of \(V\) \((v_i)\). Since a spatially coherent wave is composed of a single mutual intensity mode, all singular values besides \(\lambda_j\) are 0. This constraint reduces our redundant 2D phase space representation to the two 1D vectors \(s_j\) and \(v_i\), which are equal if \(\Gamma\) is positive semi-definite (Fig. 4). In summary, the algorithm first creates an “approximate” mutual intensity (Fig. 3(d)) from the approximate AF using Eq. (2), which is then constrained to a single coherent SVD mode (Fig. 3(e)). Continuing with linear algebra notation, a coherent AF (Fig. 3(f)) can now be created from the mutual intensity’s first singular value:

\[A_s(x', u) = F_s \left[ L_s \left[ R_s \left[ U_C(x_1)U'_C(x_2) \right] \right] \right].\] (10)

where \(R\) is a \(-45^\circ\) matrix rotation, \(L\) scales the axis by two, and \(F\) is a Fourier transform along one dimension in the rotated coordinate system. Equation (10) is an implementation of Eq. (1) in a discrete matrix operation form. After this procedure, the AF provides a physically realistic representation of our PSF measurement setup, but may not optimally match the desired inputs. Once again, originally desired OTFs are used to populate the new AF guess (which is normalized to unity) at their respective slices and the outer product constraint of Eq. (9) is applied. This procedure iterates until convergence to a final AF, which will match desired responses within a specified error threshold. This AF can be inverted using Eq. (3) to solve for the optimal aperture mask function up to a constant phase factor, or can directly determine an OTF at any other defocus plane from Eq. (6). Since the SVD in Eq. (9) provides a rank-1 approximation of the original matrix with minimized Euclidean error, from the Eckart-Young Theorem [24], quick convergence is expected.

As noted earlier, this iterative approach of replacing OTF values shares many similarities with the iterative replacement of amplitude values in the well-known phase retrieval methods of Gerchburg and Saxton [8] and Fienup [9], and could indeed be applied outside of a camera in a holographic setup. However, instead of cycling through the system one plane at a time, this mode-selective approach replaces values and constrains the entire system at each iteration step. Benefits of this include an even weighting of error in the presence of noise and direct control over the system’s state of coherence.

![Fig. 4. The decomposition of a mutual intensity function. An initial mutual intensity “guess” of a wavefront incident upon an open aperture (left) is decomposed into multiple modes using an SVD (right), with weights given by their singular values. For example, \(\lambda_1 = 1, \lambda_2 = 0.21, \) and \(\lambda_3 = 0.13\) after the algorithm’s first iteration, but quickly approach a single large value. Our constraint simply takes the first mode of this decomposition.](image-url)
3. Iterative mode selection

The mode-selection algorithm restricts a set of desired intensity patterns, which may or may not obey the constraints of propagation, to a solution that follows coherent wave propagation. Therefore, two regimes of performance evaluation are necessary. The regime considered in this section will test performance for a set of OTF inputs that are known to obey the constraints of propagation, which is equivalent to testing the algorithm’s ability to recreate an entire AF from a few OTF inputs generated from a known mask. This will demonstrate iterative mode-selection’s accurate convergence. One could imagine using a known mask as a design starting point, and then altering PSF or OTF responses to determine a new mask for a specific application. In the next section, we will test the algorithm’s ability to converge to arbitrary desired sets of intensity distributions, which may be impossible to recreate exactly.

As a first example, we model the binary amplitude mask distribution in Fig. 5(a), whose form is similar to masks previously used for depth detection. Three of the OTFs it generates are used as algorithm input: one in-focus, one at $W_{20} = 0.25\lambda$, and one at $W_{30} = 0.5\lambda$ (Fig. 5(b)). For a 10mm mask and a lens with 50mm focal length, this corresponds roughly to 0.1mm and 0.2mm of sensor defocus, respectively. After 25 iterations, the algorithm converges to the AF, mask function and OTFs in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d). Since the original inputs obey propagation, we expect iterative mode-selection to approach an exact reproduction of the OTFs, which it nearly achieves. The performance metric of mean-squared error (MSE) from desired OTFs is 0.007, which is on the order of error from phase retrieval approaches [25].

As a second example, we use the well-known continuous Cubic Phase Mask (CPM) [1] to generate three 1D OTFs for algorithm input. Unlike the previous example, this mask provides a depth-invariant blur for EDOF systems. In its basic form, the 1D mask has a phase distribution $\phi(x) = \exp\left(i\pi\alpha x^3\right)$, where $\alpha$ is a parameter that controls the phase deviation of the mask. Figure 6(c) displays the reconstructed AF from using three depth-invariant OTFs as input. Since the CPM is a phase-only element, we place a restriction on the algorithm at each iteration to keep the phase-only contribution. The output mask, given as a separable 2D distribution in Fig. 6(d), shows a clear cubic phase profile. The reconstructed OTFs in Fig. 6(a) show a total MSE of 0.004 from expected. By providing a method to alter and optimize the AF at numerous planes of defocus, the proposed algorithm has a large potential for assisting the design process of EDOF systems.

Fig. 5. A binary amplitude mask comprised of five slits is used as a known input to test algorithm performance. (b) Three OTFs generated from the aperture mask at different focal depths are used as input. (c) They generate an MI and AF guess, which improve upon iteration. (d) Output OTFs after 25 iterations closely match input OTFs.
Fig. 6. Recovery of the CPM from 3 shift-invariant OTFs. (a) Three ground-truth OTFs (G, green) and algorithm reconstructions (R, blue) from a CPM (\(\alpha = 40\)) at 0mm, 0.2mm and 0.4mm of defocus, using the example f/5 setup after 15 iterations. The ground-truth AF (b) and reconstructed AF (c) exhibit a large degree of similarity. (d) The output phase mask is comprised of the expected cubic phase profile.

Since the above examples originate from OTF inputs that obey propagation, the algorithm can converge to a solution that matches the originally desired OTFs, up to a negligible amount of error, upon iteration. Figure 7 displays this convergence to a low MSE, which approaches zero for very large iterations, as well as the mutual intensity function’s ability to approach a single mode (one large singular value). Likewise, both examples used three inputs at three easily definable, uniformly separated depths, for demonstration purposes. In fact, any number of inputs at any plane of depth could be used, and algorithm performance will vary as input parameters change. Clearly, if OTF slices that obey propagation are used, it is desirable to fill in more of the AF with a larger number of estimates \(n\). Likewise, a larger maximum defocus distance \(\Delta z\) (i.e., a larger \(W_{20}\) value) will allow for a wider wedge area of the AF to be filled in, as is known in tomographic reconstruction problems. Both of these trends are demonstrated in Fig. 8, but do not remain valid in an arbitrary design situation.

Fig. 7. Convergence analysis plots for the above two mask examples. (a) With increased iteration, the MSE between ground truth and reconstructed OTFs approaches zero. (b) Singular values, representing modes of partial coherence, approach a single mode with increased iteration \(n\) (shown for the binary mask example). This single mode implies spatially coherent light, which follows from our assumption of modeling a camera’s response to a point source.
Fig. 8. A demonstration of algorithm performance as a function of two free parameters: maximum input defocus parameter and number of input slices. (a) MSE between all input and output OTFs decreases as the maximum input defocus parameter is increased for both example masks. Each MSE value is an average MSE for 3 to 8 equally spaced input planes, each after 15 iterations. (b) MSE of input vs. output OTFs also decreases as the number of pre-determined equally spaced input planes is increased. Here, each MSE value is an average over a maximum \( W_2 \) value of \( 2\lambda - 7/2\lambda \), also after 15 iterations.

4. Mode selection for desired PSFs

The above examples confirm convergence to known PSF responses. In the case of arbitrary inputs which may not obey propagation, the mode-selection algorithm becomes a method of sculpting an approximate 3D PSF from a desired 3D PSF intensity response with the AF. Arbitrary OTFs yield an AF guess at the initiation of the algorithm that does not obey Eq. (1). The constraint in Eq. (9) that takes the first SVD mode guarantees a valid coherent AF function, but at the expense of altering the desired response at each plane \( z_n \). MSE minimization depends heavily upon the input PSF (or corresponding OTF) complexity along \( z \). A set of PSFs that vary rapidly with defocus will be difficult to recreate due to the constraints of propagation. We refer the reader to discussions of 3D wavefront restrictions presented in [26,27] for more insight into the limitations of designing an intensity pattern at multiple planes along the direction of propagation.

Iterative mode-selection can be applied to find an aperture mask to approximate any set of desired PSF intensity patterns. One arbitrary but demonstrative PSF set of one point in-focus, two points at an initial defocus plane, and three points at a further defocus plane is considered in the next two sections. This type of “counting” 3D PSF has a potential application in depth detection, but is mostly used as an illustrative example. Figure 9 presents the process of our algorithm in simulation, with the same camera parameters as last section. The three desired OTFs from equally separated defocus planes of 0.1mm and 0.2mm populate the AF, which iterates to yield optimized OTFs with an MSE of 0.032 from desired responses. The optimal amplitude and phase distribution to generate the responses in Fig. 9(d) is in Fig. 10(a). Figure 10 also includes optimal amplitude-only and phase-only masks determined using a different restriction each iteration, which generate similar but slightly different PSF responses.

The influence of the number of inputs \( n \) and their defocus distance \( \Delta z_n \) becomes less predictable for the unknown mask case. From simulation and through experiment, it appears that the complexity (i.e., rate of change) of the desired OTF set is the most significant influence on MSE performance. MSE versus maximum input plane distance does not follow a general trend, and has been examined in part in [26]. Likewise, as opposed to a set that follows the propagation equation, increasing the number of arbitrary desired OTFs can over-constrain the design problem. Since the approximated output wavefield must be compatible with the Fresnel propagation process that ties all planes of defocus together, more inputs indicates a riskier search. Even specifying intensities at two different defocus planes may not offer an approximate solution, which is especially relevant for closely spaced planes.
5. Experimental verification

To verify the performance of our algorithm, the optimal amplitude mask pattern described in the previous section is tested with a PSF measurement experiment. An aperture mask similar to Fig. 10(c) is printed as a binary pattern on a 25μm-resolution transparency and placed on the aperture stop of a Nikon 50mm f/1.8 lens, with the stop opened to a 1.5cm diameter. The lens is placed in front of (but not attached to) a Canon 5D 10MP sensor with 5μm pixels. A 100μm diameter pinhole illuminated with quasi-monochromatic light at a distance of several meters from the camera setup is used as a point source. The lens-sensor distance is varied to obtain the defocused PSF measurements in Figs. 11(d)-11(f). Predicted 2D PSFs generated with an independent defocus simulation algorithm are in Figs. 11(a)-11(c) for comparison. Since the modeled 1D function is made into a 2D separable mask function for experiment, we...
expect 1 PSF peak to turn into 4, and then into 9 with defocus. Discrepancy between actual and predicted PSFs can be attributed to a low SNR due to long required integration time, a non-zero extinction of the printed mask, the finite size of the point source and possible aberrations. However, the general trend of an in-focus peak splitting into 4 and then 9 spots is observable.

Fig. 11. Three simulated PSFs (a) in focus, (b) at a defocus plane of 0.1mm, and (c) at a defocus plane of 0.2mm. (d)-(f) PSF measurements obtained with the experimental setup described above for the same amounts of defocus as each PSF in (a)-(c) above. The scale bar in the lower right represents 50μm.

6. Limitations and future work

While iterative mode-selection can recover known mask patterns and find desired mask patterns with a high degree of accuracy, there are still a number of failure cases and areas for future improvement. To begin, simply taking the first singular value for a rank-1 mutual intensity function is an approximate restriction. While rarely observed, this first value could be negative, or could lead to mode values with a dynamic range too large to fabricate. Furthermore, while an exact solution is approached when the input OTFs are known to obey propagation constraints, arbitrary OTFs may iterate to local instead of global minima. These problems may be overcome with an exact solution to phase space function inversion. Another limitation of current PSF generation examples is their restriction to 1D. Extension to 2D requires a 4D AF, which increases computational complexity, but is needed for application of mode-selective iteration to areas like holographic display. Additionally, a 4D mode-selective process will need to be modified to perform a 4D SVD while not over-constraining astigmatic regions of the mutual intensity function. Finally, the potential drawbacks of limiting the aperture masks to be either amplitude-only or phase-only due to fabrication constraints was not fully considered. Future work could consider the benefits of using either amplitude or phase masks for different desired 3D PSFs. In general, a major advantage of using iterative mode-selection over phase retrieval or phase-space tomography is its direct extension to the use of multiple mutual intensity modes. Selecting more than one mode during iteration allows for optimization of partially coherent wavefields, which will be the focus of future efforts.
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